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QTEQ IN THE GEORESOURCES INDUSTRY

WE IMPROVE THE SUSTAINABILITY AND

PRODUCTIVITY OF THE WORLD’S

GEORESOURCES INDUSTRIES BY

STRENGTHENING OUR CLIENTS’ 

COMMERCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

OPERATIONS. WE DO SO BY

TRANSFORMING THE RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE

AND COST PERFORMANCE, WHILE

MAINTAINING A RELENTLESS FOCUS ON

SAFETY AND SERVICE QUALITY.

Qteq Pty Ltd
Who are we?

We are a technology focused service company that delivers real-time, actionable

subsurface data across the global georesources industry.

Our ability to develop fit-for-purpose

technologies at an appropriate price

point has enabled us to become the

largest provider of subsurface pressure

monitoring systems in the world.

With over 7,000 of these systems

installed in Australia alone, and having

conducted over 1,200 BMR logs

globally, we are renowned for our

advanced sensor technologies that

measure and monitor the subsurface.

These sensing capabilities enable our

clients to manage their georesources

and mitigate technical, commercial

and environmental risks.

Product & Industry Focus
Which industries do we operate in?

Qteq has made substantial investments in R&D of in-situ measurement

technologies that replace slow, costly core sampling and analysis

techniques. Our in-situ monitoring technologies are designed to provide

real-time, actionable data to boost georesource productivity, reduce overall

operational costs, and preserve the environment.
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We provide our suite of products and

services across the Hardrock Mining,

Solution Mining, Groundwater, Coal

Seam Gas, Coal Mining and Onshore Oil

& Gas industries.

To ensure we remain relevant to these

industries, we focus on delivering the

latest sensor technologies, ruggedized

to maintain superior operational

reliability, complemented by world class

deployment service excellence.
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QTEQ IN THE GEORESOURCES INDUSTRY

HSEQ - Safety
Why & how do we do it?

Qteq’s primary obligation is the health and safety of our employees, subcontractors

and clients. Our team’s excellent safety record results from fastidious attention to

safety in all work areas and from continually assessing and improving our QHSE

programs and initiatives. Qteq is dedicated to achieving 'GOAL ZERO' through one

safe day at a time. We are also committed to reducing our environmental footprint

through effective resource consumption and efficient recycling policies.
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WITH “OUR WATER STORY” 

WE PROVIDE SIMPLE BUT

APPROPRIATE SOLUTIONS TO

COMPLICATED ISSUES FACING

THE GEORESOURCES INDUSTRY.

THE RIGHT APPLICATION FOR THE RIGHT INDUSTRY

Our attention to safety exists because our

leadership team is firmly committed to a policy

that enables all work activities to be carried out

safely, and with all possible measures taken to

remove – or at least reduce – risks to the

health, safety and welfare of our employees

and the communities in which we work.
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OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES

PumpTraq*
Fluid Level Monitoring
Qteq’s PumpTraq system provides continuous monitoring of downhole annulus

pressure to track the water fluid level in CSG wells. This enables CSG operators to limit

dewatering timeframes and to safeguard against rapid well pumpdown during start-up

operations, which can result in significant completion skin and thus loss of CSG

productivity.

PumpTraq data is also used to safeguard against the pump-off condition, which can

lead to rapid failure of the submersible pump, necessitating frequent and costly CSG

well workovers.

Features & Benefits

• A variety of pressure sensor types can be accommodated to suit survey objectives. 

The gauges can be housed in sensor mandrels for deployment on casing or 

completion tubing, or can be clamped to coil tubing using special sensor protectors.

• Each gauge can be connected to a dedicated TEC, allowing multiple gauges to be 

deployed on combination of casing and/or completion tubing and/or coil tubing in a 

single well.

• Alternatively, multiple gauges can also be connected to a single common TEC, with all 

gauges deployed on casing or completion tubing or coiled tubing in a single well. 

Applications

• Reservoir depletion surveillance

• Coal seam drainage monitoring

• Production monitoring

• Interference testing

• Hydraulic fracture stimulation monitoring

• Monitor pressure transients during planned and unplanned shutdowns

AquiTraq*
Groundwater Monitoring

TO SHINE A LIGHT ON YOUR SUBSURFACE GEORESOURCES, WE MEASURE AND

MONITOR, SO YOU CAN MANAGE AND MITIGATE.

MEASURE MONITOR MANAGE MITIGATE

AquiTraq
Qteq’s AquiTraq downhole multi-node sensing technology enables continuous, long-

term fluid level monitoring of one or more discrete aquifers from within a single

borehole. This provides an immediate indication of whether nearby hydrocarbon well

drilling, completion or production operations are drawing down or invading

groundwater and deeper aquifer resources.

AquiTraq’s sensor technology platform integrates systems developed for harsh environment applications that have

been adapted to provide long-term reliability at an affordable price point in more benign conditions encountered in

aquifer monitoring boreholes. The technology platform is also highly flexible, enabling a variety of pressure sensor

types to be incorporated into a freely-configurable, modular and extendable system architecture.

Qteq’s AquiTraq systems can be further customised for either permanent deployment behind casing, or retrievable

deployment on production tubing or suspended inside tubing.

Applications

• Monitor aquifer integrity

• Delineate pressure variations between aquifers

• Monitor for communication between aquifers

• Conduct inter-well interference or pulse tests

PumpTraq



FibreTraq

OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ResTraq

ResTraq*
Reservoir Surveillance

FibreTraq*
Distributed Temperature & Acoustic Sensing

Qteq’s FibreTraq distributed temperature sensing (DTS) and distributed acoustic

sensing (DAS) systems make use of optical fibre as both a sensing element and as a

conduit for transmitting optical measurements. Distributed fibre optic monitoring

technology offers high spatial and temporal profiling over large surfaces, long

lengths and at locations where conventional sensing is not applicable nor cost-

effective.

.
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Applications

• Cement bond evaluation

• Multi-stage hydraulic fracture stimulation effectiveness

• Fracture fluid flowback profiles

• Production and injection flow profiles

OUR SENSORS SHINE A LIGHT ON THE SUBSURFACE

This means FibreTraq DAS and DTS technology offers an unprecedented variety of applications, spanning all

georesource sectors, profiling surfaces and downhole processes, equipment and plant, at scales varying from

centimetres to kilometres, and at high spatial resolution.

In downhole applications, the exceptional sensitivity and repeatability of DAS and DTS profiles also enables this

technology to accurately detect and trend subtle changes in reservoir and well conditions over time. With no fragile

nor temperature-sensitive downhole componentry required, FibreTraq optical distributed sensing systems are also

extremely robust and provide long-term reliability.

Qteq’s ResTraq reservoir surveillance systems provide continuous, real-time downhole

pressure data. The technology platform is highly flexible, enabling a variety of pressure

sensor types to be incorporated into a freely-configurable, modular and extendable

system architecture, with ResTraq systems tailored to suit well conditions.

They can be further customised for either permanent deployment on production tubing,

or on semi-permanent (retrievable) basis - suspended inside tubing. Retrievable ResTraq

systems enable long-term reservoir surveillance to be conducted in pre-existing

boreholes or wells drilled to drain or monitor aquifers, in coal seams or in oil and gas

reservoirs.

Features & Benefits

• Use of a 4-20mA analogue output signal simplifies interface with third party surface 

data loggers, pump control systems and other PLC systems. 

• The gauge is a fully welded assembly and incorporates an integral cable head to 

minimise number of potential leak paths, and is available with full IECEx IS certification. 

• The wellhead outlet and surface termination equipment utilises a hermetically sealed 

electrical feed-through to provide a pressure barrier even in the rare event of a cable 

breach.

Applications

• Reservoir depletion surveillance

• Coal seam drainage monitoring

• Production monitoring

• Interference testing

• Hydraulic fracture stimulation monitoring

• Monitor pressure transients during planned and unplanned shutdowns



AquiSample

OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES

TestPaq*
Well Integrity Testing

AquiSample*
Fluid Sampling

QTEQ IS ACTIVE IN THE MAJORITY OF GEORESOURCES

INDUSTRIES ACROSS THE WORLD.

MEASURE MONITOR MANAGE MITIGATE

Qteq’s AquiSample downhole sampling system employs a low-flow, shallow-set

mircopurge bladder pump that is uniquely adapted to extract water samples from

aquifers situated at any substantially greater depth. The ability to greatly extend

sampling depth beyond the 300m maximum rated pump intake depth is

accomplished through connection of an extended ‘snorkel’ – consisting of a drop

tube with remote fluid intake – to the pump fluid intake port.

This innovation completely removes the need to impose an upper limit on sampling depth, with only sampling time

being impacted by location of the remote fluid intake. Furthermore, a novel deployment and suspension system has

been developed that enables the micropurge pump to be set at the desired location in the borehole, using a rig-less

deployment technique. The use of a bladder pump suspended in the borehole also eliminates the need for any form

of subsequent borehole intervention to capture water samples.

The combination of rig-less deployment and intervention-less sampling therefore greatly reduces operational

expenditure associated with use of the (AquiSample) technology platform.

Applications

• Low flow fluid sampling compliant with regulatory requirements

• Low disturbance fluid retrieval

• Through tubing application from 2 3/8” tubing up

• In-situ long life application

Qteq’s TestPaq package makes it possible to verify seal integrity of wellheads that lack

internal profiles to accommodate a back pressure valve.

The system comprises of an inflate packer run on micro coil and set inside casing just

below the wellhead. The spooling unit and wireline blow out preventer (BOP) system

used to set the packer and pressure test the wellhead are subsequently used to deploy

the Insert AquiTraq fluid level monitoring system.

The ability to provide a fully integrated wellhead integrity and fluid level monitoring services capability, involving the

repurposing of installation equipment and multi-skilling of field personnel, has resulted in significant cost savings and

improved HSE risk profile for the client.

TestPaq

AquiSample



OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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Georesource 

Evaluation

BMR 

Logging

GeoResource Evaluation Group (GREG)
Fit-for Purpose Evaluation Programs

Qteq’s GREG team can advise on and assist in all stages of the georesource

evaluation. Our team provides a cost-effective, robust, integrated georesource

assessment.

We can design fit-for-purpose evaluation programs, including planning and

supervising of borehole geophysical data acquisition as well as sample acquisition

and analysis programs. This data is then interpreted using domain-specific workflows

appropriate across the full spectrum of georesources, including oil and gas,

groundwater and minerals.

CAPABILITIES THAT FOCUS ON THE 4M’S

FOR THE GEORESOURCES INDUSTRY

Our Qteq team also has extensive experience providing training on georesource

evaluation-related topics and is available to provide in-house training on selected

topics, as well as providing public training at a variety of venues. We have particular

expertise with processing and interpreting Borehole Magnetic Resonance (BMR) data.

Our team can support evaluation of data from Qteq’s BMR tools as well as from other

vendors’ tools. This can include specification and supervision of core magnetic

resonance studies, as well as integration with conventional core analysis and well test

data, to support advanced interpretation of BMR measurements.

Borehole Magnetic Resonance
BMR Logging

While NMR has been used routinely in the oil and gas logging industry for decades,

uptake by other industries has been hindered by NMR tool size and cost of the logging

service.

Qteq has addressed this capability gap through development of an advanced

miniaturised, slim Borehole Magnetic Resonance (BMR) logging tool.

Applications

• Groundwater: Moisture content in vadose zone; Specific yield and specific retention; 

Hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity; Moisture retention curves.

• Hard rock mining: Moisture content; Specific yield and specific retention; Dry bulk 

density and matrix density.

• Solution mining: Moisture content; Specific yield and specific retention; Hydraulic 

conductivity and transmissivity.

• Oil and gas: Lithology-independent total porosity; Clay-bound, capillary-bound and 

free-fluid volumes; Permeability; Fluid typing and saturation; Capillary pressure curves.

• Coal mining and coal seam gas: Adsorbed gas, free gas, and water volumes.



OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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Wireline 

Logging
Qteq Measurement Systems provides a broad portfolio of wireline logging

services to characterise mineral resources. These services are deployed using

a variety of purpose-built, highly efficient wireline units, that are custom

designed and fabricated in-house to meet client and regulatory

requirements.

Open and

Cased Hole logging

• Gyro Survey and Borehole Trajectory Measurements

• Total and Spectral GR Measurements

• Neutron and Density Measurements

• Resistivity Measurements (Laterolog and Induction)

• Magnetic Susceptibility

• Borehole Magnetic Resonance Measurements

• Spectroscopy Measurements

• Acoustic and Optical Imaging Logs

• Perforations Plugs and Packers

• Wellbore Integrity

• Well Decommissioning services

• Downhole Cameras

The R&D team and Petrophysicists at the Technology Centre in Perth also work in close collaboration with clients to

develop new logging capabilities.

Wireline services are provided from operations bases in Queensland and Western Australia, ensuring logging

campaigns can be mobilised quickly to client locations across Australia, and to ensure that field operations are

adequately supported.

Our key strength is our people, with both our Queensland and Western Australia bases equipped and staffed by

teams of specialists able to conduct full wireline unit and tool servicing, calibration and maintenance.

PROVIDING A FULL SUITE OF WIRELINE LOGGING TOOLS AND

SERVICES TO THE GEORESOURCES INDUSTRY.

Geotechnical and Geomechanical Logging

Our team of geotechnical wireline operators provides high quality geotechnical logging services to mining and civil

companies in Australia

Geophysical and Petrophysical Logging

Qteq has a team of experienced petrophysicists who can help our clients choose the right tool for their geophysical

and petrophysical logging programs covering a wide range of technologies.

Borehole Imaging and Downhole Cameras

We deliver Borehole Imaging services to major mining companies across Australia.

Cased Hole Services

Provision of our full range of Cased Hole services is not limited to merely the Oil and Gas industry. We also operate

in the Groundwater and Carbon Sequestration sectors.

Groundwater

As a leading provider of groundwater wireline services, our experienced team can assist with all elements of

groundwater planning and evaluation services.

Measurement Systems
Wireline Logging



Registered Office (QHQ)
Brisbane

Suite 4, Level 3, 340 Adelaide Street sales@qteq.com.au

Brisbane, 4000 QLD, Australia info@qteq.com.au

T +61 (0)7 3834 9100 careers@qteq.com.au
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* Mark of Qteq

qteq.com.au

Centre of Excellence
Toowoomba Wangara

179 Stephen Street 56b Paramount Drive

Harristown, 4350 QLD, Australia Wangara, 6065 WA, Australia

T +61 (0)7 4659 0537 T +61 (0)8 9302 6224

PROVIDING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS THROUGH

EXCLUSIVE PARTNERSHIPS

Geo Pressure Systems
Downhole electronic gauges

OUR NETWORK OF DISTRIBUTORS: OUR WINDOW TO THE WORLD
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